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Approximately 110 students
appeared at the first night opening of the Student Them last
Wert, aocording to George fermented, night director. The attendance was enlarged later by
the meeting et the Social Affairs cannaittee, by about 130
students.
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’Council Appoints Bryan
Spartan Daily Editor

New Journalism Depart

Founder.

.1011 BRYAN

land, faculty member, was named
as the Board of Control member.
He has held the post for three
years.
The three-boar seriatim was
taken up mostly with the budget reconsideration and committee reports. The retionaidenition
Inane ivas postponed until *tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 p.m.
In the Student Union.
A rooters train to the Oregon
university football game was the
main point of business brought up
by Jerry Ball, chairman of the
Rally committee. The suggestion
by Ball was that the committee
sell the train tickets, which are
approximated at about $28 per
person, round trip, for a penny
profit. The matter was referred
for study and comparison to other
rooter train trips that had been
planned in the past.
I dEtan was granted an apprpria*fiatAilkillek-A-19All. cArb-411
talk at Sparta Camp: at Asilomar.
Oct. 9 and 10.
BM Eckert, vire-presideat of
the student body, reported on
Freshmen Camp and anis on the
TO% IP ticket rate matter. lie
stated that 3000 tickets, which
are now on sale for 50 cents,
must be weld before the end of
the year before the thrateni
will consider continuing the rate
decrease for nttidents next quarter. At the
at time. he said,
"only 1’000 have been sold. Leal-ing a total of 1060 yet to be
purchased by students."
A r Pq nest from Nelson Wad.iworth. news editor of the Spartan
Daily for permission to prepare
a send-home issue to raise money
for the "30" club was referred to
the Social Activities board.

Long To Receive-‘11* ApplAward; Address Asiern- bly
John B. Long, ardent fighter
for rhe cause of American press

Plepartment
Asks Students
To Ceremonies

nt

Joe Bryan, senior journalism major from San Jose, was appointed
yesterday by the Student Council as editor of the Sparatn Daily. He
will work in conjunction with Bob Cline, business manager for the paper,
who was appointed last spring.
Another appointment med. yesterday was that of Vern Perry
nes permanent chairman of the Social Affairs committee. Jack Hol-

’
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The college Journalism department will join with this nation in
linlkervinq National Newspaper’
iweek, which begins today, by opening its doors to students and
presenting the "Big Red Apple
Award."
.
The award will be presented
to John 13. Long, founder of N.
tional Newspaper Week and general manager of the California
Newspaper Publishers Association.
tomorrow at 10318 A.m. .in the
1Little Theater.
_-.
Students are invited to attend
the ceremonies and to hear Long
speak.
Dr. Dwight Flentel, head of the
Journalism department, and the
department. staff today urge slitdents to come into the new Jour *alkyl building to view the headPKINIRED MIME It the new home of (be imernalbust silaysetnirent. quarters, staffs, and operations of
The Music department previously ocsispied the structure. Esters - the Spartan Daily, the only doll)
she insprovements have been made In the building and IIIPW equip- newspaper in the California state
college system.
photo by Pryor
ment installed for the ipipartment staffs.
An invitation was also extended
to %nut the offices of 1..).ke and
La Torre, the college humor magazine and the yearbook.
Today the Spartan Dady joins thousands of newspapers through- . Purpose of the "Big Reel Apple"
out the nation in celebration of National Newspaper Wee/ which award, according to Dr. Dwight
isittfiliwough bit:limillierseare sommeets.hy Pretkiikil Owiglii1). Bantel, head of the Journalsam drpertinent, is to recognise outstandEisenhower on the subject:
ing achievements in journalism
To the Newspapers of the Nation:
lionirs award Is the find ever
National Newspaper Week prompts us all to renew our aware- given by the department for
nest of the remarkable national service rendered daily by the news- Or Mk* of anthswill shrnitleasire.
Perilous "Apple" awards hairpapers of America,
been for outstanding contribuOur free press does more than tell our people the history of our tions to the state and coalmen times. It *soloists that history, infeprets it, and, so doing, often actu. laltY
Long, described by Dr. Bentel
ally helps to create that history.

President Greets Journalists

as a long-time4eader in the fight

A free press and a free society ere essentially one. As fins press ’ for public access to the news. was
can know freedom only in a democratic state, so democracy itself is chosen for the awarti by a cane
composed of foculty notat.
fortified by a free press.
hers and senior students of the
This strengthening of our society it, of courm, the ahfithsik of Journalism department. 144. will
, the ignoble service performed by the press of totalitarian countries. give an address following the preThe effectiveness of a free press is virtually to be measured by the sentatione the award
inferity.
The (*mynas*. is open to the pubcandor and responsibility of its criticism.
’
lie. as well as to the college at
On
this
I
am
happy
to
send
waren
greetings
occasion
lane.
The jimemiism clepertenent
to
the
re1
porters, editors and publishers of our Nation’s newspepers. I know--es. new located in the former htuai.
mey must themselves--flia+ they are custodians of majesfic tryst. building behind th, Adiministra1 a minim responsibility: to help *cm our people with the knowledge Hon building. aiso will OPell
and understanding without which free decks, fres government, frt. :doors to the public cluing News ,
paper week
men could not be.

’Cast for Rattigan ;..ealth
;1
Set 200 Stktdents
of ’the Journalism department,
saturdsy morning
the last Attend Meeting
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Drama Selected
chance for freablien and taunAn estirriated 230 students at
1. Tentative cast for -The Win ..The.. people of California are ’slow Boy." has been announced, ter students to rbeelie
tended the first meeting of th,

freedom, who this year celebrates words:
his 25th anniiersary as general
manager of the California News- better informed -

in

these
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paper Publishers association. will , efforts of John B. Lang."
. disedate professor of drama and . to Miss Margaret,
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rector
of
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daninell
beset&
of
the
play.
director
the -Big Red Apple" award, given
Morris Winer will play the part sprite?. Students who hews bet
by the Journalism department.
of Sir Robert Morton, a distin- yet meets-el an examination
His theme will be. "Your Right
lituistied barridter who defends should dm* an atipoistament teA Constitutional
To Know
Ronnie Winston, (ninety accused of
Guarantee."
Waling at a naval academy, will day or tomorrow. listsoe who do
Ihe played by Dean Blackmer,. not fulfill the requirement
helping orHe Id
Brad Mrs* will be seen in the amit receive their grades at time
Advisee,’
ganise the
role of Ronnie’s irate father. Ar- end of the quarter or be per1011111inee.
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council of
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a
lal
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eta N
4111010410111111.
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legr.
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faithful
sister. Ruth Dough.
sad has served as president Of
- -erty
will
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&MrOf
lasende
the Arneriesin
Grace Winslow.
nalists.
Others chosen for parts are:
Before assuming his present po1Carolyn Miler, Violet: Ron Blood.
edihe
worked
In
19.
sition in
John VAttherstaime: Joe Lo aue,1 Santa Cruz weather rnay soon
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oak ’Sees Barnes; Darwin Nage- mut t011101011/ with continuing sure
Daily NeinkVie Des Moines Evemon. Vickie Winslow: and Ronald shine and clear skies: low tonight
.
62-66. high 7043.
ning Tribune. and the Des Moines
Stakes. Fried, the photograph*.
Register.
’ ’Terrence Rattigarfs piny. which I Football wenpser approaches.

The Weather

Commenting on the selection of
"Rkg Red Apple 4bred for

KP Test

A eseatiag wIM be bald tailay

Affairs committer hek
eiening in the Studete
Union, according to Vern Peer"

Social

chairman.
The meeting served", an on
entation program for both new

end old students. The Ceironatier
ball. setheduled for clone% 31.

din-tweed at length and coin
named for the affair TIn
basil obtained to play for th.
diem was announced to the ’.ai
lamis committees, and informatioi
lea decoration plans was disclaim:
Because so many stadiums in
terested in the Social Mains corn
’Witter have late afternoon dsp.
ea. the meeting lime has heel
regularly set for 7 p.m each The.

day

After the meeting Marry Neill
entertained the group with par

tentinse dnce

to Betty Hutto,

Mardi. Del Bowies. chairman 0
In based an a true incident. met11 I mishing it primellell to purchase/ the ansinntiee kat year, stet,
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El Rancho Drive-In:

Editors of Lyke
Announce Staff

Saratoga:

CONCERT AND DANCE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
8:30 P.M.

Get Rate Boost

2g99

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Featuring
HURTADO BROTHERS
. . . Marimba Band
ILONA
. Spanish Dancer
DELAGRANDE

Admission $2.10 tax included
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Nursing Education Head
Likes Job and College
If Miss Greco E. Staple, new head of the Nursing Education
departniseit, aver tires of nursing, she could always teach English or
music.
let Miss Staple doesn’t think shell ever return to her formsr pro’,Won. "rye never met nurse who regretted her job," she said.
"And Fm no exception."
Hazel -eyed Alias Staple had no
thought of nursing when, armed
with a teaching credential from
the University of Nebraska, she
sailed for Japan and her first
teaching job.
She remained in Japan five
years, and remembers the country
as "a delightful place with delightful people."
A GOOD 16XCUT4E . . .
Her return to America in 1939
seemed a good excuse to travel
around the world, and she came
home via Europe. spending four
months en route. ,
A teaching post *ECG* American Reservatioe
to South
Dakota was MN
s next job.
Sotith Dalietefamiliar territory to a weedier
’d been bout
and brouttht up in the Black Hills
area.
ISMS GRACE E. STAPLE
While working with reservation
doctors, the became interested in
nursing and decided to switch professions. She enrolled for training
at Children’s hospital in Denver,
and received her degree from the
University of Colorado.
She was director cf nursing at
By UAINR BENAS
San Francisco’s Mt. Zion hospital
Editor
r
when asked to head the college’s
Every storyno matter h o
ever-growing department of nurs- commonplacehas an "a n g I e"’
ing education.
.
which makes it different from others of its type.
DELIGHTED WITH COLLEGE
The feature editor’s job is to
"I’m delighted with the college,"
said Miss Staple, emphasizing the find this "angle." play it up, and
stat ment with her warm, everthereby extract
present smile. "I’ve never met a
from the yarn
friendlier group."
every possible
bit of interest.
When finished with school acVl’h i le other
tisities Miss Staple relaxes in her
riters must
San Carlos home by working in
kir to cold,
her garden and playing recordings
report raight
of symphonic and organ music.
g, the feature
At present she is studying and
ter can projsurveying trends in Nursing Educ t personality
cation. This is so. San Jose State
through his writcollege will not .oply _keep abreast
Senor
i n g. (Providing
of what is dorte at other colleges
there’s any to project.) He is the
but will lead in the field.
literary member of the staff. He
Miss Staple believes the depart- can write
Pesages of corny desment of nursing education has tre- Cription and get away with it.
mendous possibilities. "My job."
The college and many of its
she believes, "is to see they are faculty members have interesting
fully developed."
histories. My job as feature editor
Is to describe the school and the
people in such a way that the
reader, too, will be interested.

Feature Editor Is
es’
Seeker of

_Yule Dinner Gal
Sought by Grs

MakMust Follow
Busy Schedule

Thursday. October 1. 195$

BERKELEY. Calif. (UP)
Forty-eight University of California coeds, all members of the Alpha Delta Gamma sorority, were
given gamma gEbulin injections
today after one of the sorority
members was stricken with polio
Saturday night.
Marilyn Paul, 19, dsuglittf of
William John Paul. of 1212 Vancouver Ave. Burlingame, was taken ill Saturday night and was taken to Cowell Memorial hospital
on the campus where doctors diagnosed her case as polio.
She was mired IC Children’s
hospital, San Prenciaco.

By ED POPE
"Where are today’s dummies?"
These are the words which start
work on the make-up desk and
preparation on the "Spartan Dalix" which tomorrow morning everyone will pick up and read. (We
hope.)
The dummies are replica pages
of the "Daily" on which only ad
space has been marked in by
the
business manager. The "editorial
hole" is still a hole,
.
Now starts the process by
which these replies) pages will
assume
appear/woe or makeup that each paper will bear tosatirrosv. The person in charge
Stir today is the day editor. Ts
bias falls the responsibility of
fining the "editorial bole" with
stsws matter in an Intermitter
maaaer.
From the "in" basket he selects
Itories which to him are newsworthy or.important enough to ap.
deer in print. Depending on the
Story’s importance or the "play"
he wishes to give it, the day editor
selects the placement of the story.
On this basis he assigns the story
a headline. marks it on the COpy,
counts the lines for accurate measurement on the "dummy," marks
the headline on the "dummy,"
places the page number on the
copy and sends the story across
to the copy desk for processing.

By BARISAKA RICHARDSON
An article describing the almost
unique 5.15 evening class, Animals
of the Aquarium and Terrarium,
appears in the current issue of the

Wire Editor Gives

Duties as Keeper
the Teletype
By JACK KNIGHT
Wire Editor
In the newspaper ()race you hear
many sounds, like the banging of
typewriters, the jangling of phones.
the barking of the city editor. This
list should also include the clatter
of the teletype machine. Its measured beats spell out the news for
any sizable daily newspaper you

’

,

, ’Tropical Fish Hobbyist." Ralph A.
Smith, professor of zoo/ogy and
class instructor, announced recent.
Is.
"The cootie is one at twit’ in the
, United States," Dr. Smith revealted.
Fhe only other is taught at
New York university." He indicatea that others may be started foe.
,lowing the SJS model, since he
has received several inquiries reik
garding the class.
In addition to providing classroom study of a variety of animals.
the course includes three field
, trips. The first of the throe is
;scheduled for Oct. 7, when the
class will visit an aquarium factory in Los Altos.
’
After inspecting the factory, th
students will be permitted to buy
materials arid use factory facilities
to construct an aquarium or other ,
container of their own design. the
’ professor explained.
,
"Most of the studeliti .peodtilts
will he used in nearby classrooms,
he stated, "since approximately 90
. percent of the class is made up of
, teachers in the San Jose area."
The Wednesday evening course,
:officially titled Science Educa,tion
116, originated last quarter for the
’ benefit of classroom teachers who
, would profit from such a class but
. could only attend during an evenI ing session. It ix open to any in terested student, however.
’
Another field trip during the
;quarter will be to San Francisco.
, While there, the group will tour
the California Academy of Set lences and other sites in San Francisco GoldenJ Gate Park and the
Haight Aquariiim, a large import.
house in the city. The third trip will probably he taken to Carmel
valley. Dr, Smith indicated.
-’

Starting on the hack page’
he repeats this process on each
story until each pare is cone
pleted. During this process It
I
also becomes the day editor’s respotudbfilty to get a story into
the paper which comes to him
with the editor’s or news editor’s signature and a "must"
written on it. These are the
only two persons who can tell ,
JACK RN! HT
him what to put Into the paper. !
The choice of news selection is , might chance to visit,
up to the day editor because every
In the Spartan Daily office the
day more copy is written than can teletype runs continuously from 4
ever appear in pririt. .
a.m. to 3 p.m. Yard after yard of
At the same time, the day editor copy is received each day. A great
LOS ANGELES (UP) lb-- let.
must pay attention to making the deal more copy is received than Gov. Goodwin Knight said yesterappearance of the paper as inter- the newspaper can use.
I day there will ’he no "general
eating an pleasing as possible. He
It’s the job of the wire editor I houseeleaning" when he takes ov.
learns many devices to attain this to scan the stories that come over lee the governorship of California
goal, He breaks up grey spaces the teletype and select the ones from Earl Warren.
with boxed stories or boldface. Foe of most interest to the paper’s , The lieutenant governor, who
contrast he alternates Roman readers. For the Spartan Daily, expected
to he sworn into the
heads with.italic heads, and uses these stories are usually gathered :state’s top job Monday. said.
"I
double column lead paragraphs.
under a single heading, United tonne Governor Warm, tat had
For emphasis he wee banner Preis Round -up. Stories of; partic- fine talent in selecting:4-’44e And headlines or two or three col- War interest to college students there will be no genera; houseumn beads. At all time" he must see given separate headlines and cleaning.
see that his page is properly Identified by the letters UP at the
’1 will proceed slowly and eaubalaseed, that there are corn- beginning of the lead paragrliPh.
Howdy- people would be unesay if
pensating elements on each aide
the
teletype machifie. Ws there were
As for
drastic housecleanof the page, top and bottom. He Owned by the United Press news ing."
learns the various types of service, serviced by the telephone
The stocky, baldish former at makeup, such as balanced, foams Company, and rented by the Spar- torrwy and judge said ."1 will sr
sad circus to npl
ame the mae tan Daily on a monthly basis.
sume the duties of governor with
types. Throe be uses for frost
a firm and sober determinaliOn to
Page "Irk"’
"r" an of the people.
And finally,’ when he has the
WASHINGTON
(UP)
Presipaper completely made up. he
AMERICAN
dent Eisenhower said today he
PHOTO
must go down to the print shop plans to report to the American
that night and read -proof. H e
.P1111NT
checks the alle sheets fo mis people on what ’effect Russian’ decec
’CO.
-..;’)
takes in grammar, spelling, names, velopment of hydrogen weapons
dates or facts, and when the print- will have on international relations
Bb.’
Commercial
world
$et
the
chances
of
reducing
er has made up the pages. he and
$AMS
CY 2-4224 or
checks the page proofs against the tenz’ns’

’No Housecleaning’
When He Governs

Parcel Poit Rates
ne
r on

Boa Eggs To Go on Exhibit
How long does it take boa constrictor egg to "hatch’!" That’s
the big question in the Science departmetit new where 18 of the rare
eggs are scheduled to go on exhibit soon for the first time.

S

Magazine Tells of SJS
Animal Night Classes

Some luscious coed might eat
a free Christmas dinner with
members of the 25th Infantry
Division.
The
WASHINGTON ( UP)
The Regimental Supply Section, 14th Regiment is welds, cost of mailing parcel post packag"the girt we would most like to es will go up On schedule today to
join other increases In living costs.
eat Christmas diluter nine"
Parcel pOlt mailing charges will
Comndsidsand and nod-eons- be inereawd
average of 36 per
pick a
mIssioned Mlle**
cent, with the Milted boosts falllovely to rapesoset each cortege ing on the heaviest packages. The
and select a Wiener from the increases, designed to put the pargroUp.
cel post service on a paying basis,
wasn’t mentionThe free
; are expected to bring in $153,500,ed n. one of the prizes., but a , 000 a year.
detectible dim& Might talk the ,
Federal Judge David A. Pine
boss into gilding her one.
yesterday rejected a last-minute corrected galleys to make sure all
Anyway, there’s the prestige
move by 14 greeting card comport. the mistakes have been corrected.
Elk you’d decorate a ies to keep Postmaster Gen. ArIf you
When all is done, about mide, gals, mall picChristman
thur E. Summerfield from putting night, or later, he wanders off in
teal material
turesand
the rate increases into effect to- the general direction of home and
1. MIS, to: Pfc. Tbn morrow.
before
waits until the following week
2111 034; Serglares;
However, Pine scheduled a hear- when it will be his turn again.
%ice Co.. 446 Infantry Regi- ing Oct. 6 on the companies’ stdt I
C 0 Postinase for an injunction against the high.; New portable classrooms recentment,
Calif.
ter, San
er rates The greeting card Urine I ly completed on Fresno junior Col contend that the rate boosts will ’i lege campus makes it possible for
hurt their business and, further, all classes to be held on campus
that they diacrbninste against i for the first time since the fall
shippers of the heavier packages. t of 1952.

Cal Scir9miity
Get P+lio Shots
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belief that boa constrictors give
birth to live young.

Dr. Smith said that he plans
to time the incubation period of
the eggs and study the embryos
as they develop. His personal prediction as to the length of the incubation period, based on that of
The speculation began Sept. 18
a related snake, is flcint six to
when a seven-foot tamale Imperial eight weeks.
Mexican boa being studied by ZoThe science instructor revealed
ology Prof. Ralph A. Smith made that he Ism received a better from
headlines by lapis( the clutch of a Gilroy resident which takes the
eggs and almtaillkig the osseral local event out at the unique dais.
t
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Beirs’--Before
And Alter the
Baylor Game
fly JACK KNIGHT
.If the Cabfornia Bears were
ei -confident about thetr first
gains’ of the sestet*, their
2dness weren’t reflected in the
einuo. of tte Daily Caltfornian.
’,..er metro, writers recognized
signs and warned that is -footeeer had hit the town of
So. it was almost
en, 1.811:14
prise v. hen, the Bay lot Wats
Pt through the Memorial sre
Fridneiseo and
at :San
h.""..

’4"

a

.25")

it’

Cofy
Rugby Possible ’Joan’ Offered as
At Santa Clara For Those Study Blues

Usberaity of Mosta t’lant.
Sept. it
By HANK SOLDATI
This reporter was informed
Tuesday that the Unhersity of
Santa Clara is currently considering plans to install rugby as an
intercollegiate sport here in the
spring semester.
These plans are still quite in definite and tentatiye, though
. there has been quite a bit of ea _thusiastic response to the propepsin by the Board of Athletic
Control.
It is felt by the powers that he.
that the presence of rugby would
help to fill the vacant spot that
necessarily follow the discontinuant..’ of football from the athletic
program of any major college,
Rugby is currently being played
at a number of coast echoolx on
a major level.

’fo the msn from TiMis. the
r oat. no regular season openhni Paul. Daily Cal sports
,emniented in his nolumn.
the Tesans it was a test and
,,n.. The Baylor Bears looked
an bedeck. they
’,,n;4"()
It is rumored that the Unix erdear befori thinking err- sity has obtained the services of
about th. :southwest crown, an outstanding rugby coach. though
’1 *Pm" editor pointed out, he hasenot been named officially
as yet. Already many of the St1JK. %sinning the hettie of the
dents are showing interest in the
Ite4r... lia.lor took the firm big
proposal doe to the abco e fact,
.tep toaard op...en ing the dope
torchet end ..natchtnai the Mouth 1..1 I honor f rum thy reach or
HO, or T essa, who presently
rank Iveatt of Baylor.
;

s

s.

Daii,

Cal assist"
ors - spre-tit editor. wrote about
tlw Kenn- isefrfe and after the
1 Itie
Looking o%er the Baylor
..io- op, he obitenefi that Baylor
1..se "a squad possessing a line
laeird with veterans at every
.00 1114 center and a backfield
has lawn labeled. on
of
rhe best units in the country
Ile- lined the local Bears as "a
top-notch outfit, but
in the unproven stage."

Santa Clara Usiversity,
Sept II
By C. KEDGE
This is for freshmen. Freshmen,
on the whole, are not very smart.
They think that they know it all.
They don’t. Most of them think
that university life is going to be
nothing but one big round of var"us g"d times. The fact of the
matter is that. if they play it
right, that h all university life is.
This understandably leaves littie time for study. Ergo 1 this is
step one in moulding an SC student, training him an the proper
use of Ergo. It confuses sthings so
well, and it sounds so logical),
ergo. the freshman must cultivate
the ability to study intensively in
the little time that he can afford
for study.
Of course., freshmen must realize that the college attitude towards home assignments and
agallies and Mbar; Is different
from the high school attitude.
I. the University, nobody really
cares if you study or not. The
profs don’t care, your parents
don’t care, and you don’t rare.
I erotalnly don’t care. Conso.

quently, there is really No mamma to study.
If 3,CrU must study, however.
there are all kinds of good rules
of study. We will cover a few of
the foremost in this &Miele. Only
a few.
Fiist, you must avoid distrac-

That Smile!

.8w
’es

tion. If you (freshman) are sitting in your room at your desk.
and everything is quiet, it follows
with necessity that you will begin
to think of how neat it would be
to be at that real, fine ’blonde’s
house, sipping absinthe, and listening to some dark -green dixie, done
by Lutz Lunceford and his Dromendary Six. This thought will
distract you, no matter how hard
you try to defeat it. The
really efficient way to stop thinking about the blonde, etc., is to go
over and visit i her name is Joan.
but her phone number will cost
you

University of Mlaneota
authorities have Ordered no
more humor printed in the Tech nology, a magazine published
by that tiehool’e institute of tech Neology. From now on only tech sliest article,. and serious fiction
After this distraction is out of
will be allowed.
the way, perhaps you can study.
eona
The action stem. from
Perhaps not, I doubt if you
troversy over "objectionable"
wanted to study, anyway.
jokes which the administration
The best time Is between 2
required to be cut from last
p.m. and 2:20 p.m. If.you (freshmonth’s issue of the magazine.
man) are ruthlessly efficient in
As he cut the off-color material
your studies during this 20
from that Wine, the editor prom; minutes, you win get the Illuised to print no more.
sion that you are prepared for
But this month’s edition was
claws, and conscience will not
*dated a violation of the prombother you when you are out
ise. And no one seems to be able
living-it -up that night.
to find the objection.
Also, if you are particuiarlr
weak-minded 1the percentage possibility for freshmen’ is 92.4 for
it), your self satisfied belief that
you "really studied" might een
foot the prof into thinking that
you merely misunderstood the
Modesto Junior college, Sept. 23
question, which is probably also
By PAT WOODBRIDGE
true, for all the difference it
MJCS has all kinds of noted
makes.
personalities on’’ campus this seThere are a number of other
mester, including a cover girl.
Latest cover discovery is Ber- rules 123 other rules) for studynice Hampton. a sophomore stu- ing, but they are too practical,
and actually lead to good study
dent from Ceres.
Bernice is a Home F.c major habits. Unless you want to reand plans to continue her studies main at SC, do not take these
at San Jose State so she can be other rules seriously. They are
a Home Ec teacher in high school. the sort of things that any facLast year Bernice was queen ulty member can tell you all about.
But, don’t trust faculty memof the homecoming events at
MJC, and in June was sponsored bers. They are usually fat, wear
by the 20-30 club of Modesto as glasses, and I don’t like them at
Miss Modesto, 1953.
all. They have the wrong idea
As Miss Modesto, Bensiee’s about education.
94-211-34 inessuremeats woe
her a trip to Santa Cruz in
June to compete la the Miss
California contest.
Her 56", 177 pound figure
didn’t do so well in the contest.
About her running for the title
The vocal efforts of the Sigma
of Miss Modesto, Bernice said, "I
was very surprised and honored Chi’s first song -lest of the year
when I was asked to run for at Williamette university received
Miss Modesto, by the 20-30 club, a questionable reception by the
and was men Tore pleased when women of Lausanne hall, the WilI was asked to pose for the cover liamette Collegian reports.
of Rod and Custom magazine. I
The singing session was in full
have enjoyed it very much and swing with the fadies watching
would never have believed that it
and listening from porches on the
could have happened to me.second and third floor, when sudHer posing for the cover of the denly they
began screaming and
hot rod magazine came about after slapping the air. From the second
she had accepted an’invitation to
floor veranda a hoed of yellow present the awards at the auto jackets had
issued forth to regshow the Century Toppers Auto
ister their complaint at being disClub was sponsoring.
turbed - not on the musicians,
The next day a photographer
but on the audience.
from the magazine asked Bernice
About 40 of the women were
If she would pose beside one of
stung by the yellow -jackets as the
the cars for his magazine.
fraternity men just stood there
Bernice explains that the
whole summer was full of wonwondering if the serenade could
derful experiences for her. From
have promptk the reaction.
the time she went to Santa
Cruz to compete for Mimi California up ’DI the time whop!
PACIFIC RADIO and
started.
SPORTING GOODS
As a result of her efforts to
Radio Sorvies sad Sales
cop the California title, Bernice
was rewarded with a watch,
174 SO. SECOND STREET
clothing of all descriptions and
Opposite Kress
Jewelry.

etv Building Pictures No Picnic, MJC Boasts
Replacing Old Says Photo Editor ‘Cover Girl’
At 0 regon U.
By SALLY CURTI/4/4
"So how’d you like to be photo
editor this quarter?" says Editor
Joe.
"Who, w? That’d be great." I
modestly *uttered. thinking that
maybe, every now and then I
could sneak my own picture in the
tper
’Gee,
hat’d really be
sP::,P;e

University of Orestes
The third oldest building on the
University campus remains only
in the memories of the chemistry
and
journalism
students whO
I!studied there during its 52 years
of existence.
IvyzcoVered McClure hall has
tornado that devastated been torn down to make room for
’
That was only 11 short days ago,
the new journalism building which
4en, Turns this spring seemed
but It seems like an eternity.
see. the first thee day
witwi-st sainnia,. when is slated for completion text fall,
You
t.’slitornia Rears were nearly !McClure.
the ’ first permanent
I didn’t know Just what the label
eyer to be torn down on
1.1,1Wn Ont of, Memorial stadium," 1 holl4ing
photo editor" meant. I don’t
wren., in his recap of the Campus, was razed during the p
know too much more now, but
summer,
and
workmen
are
now
.41 aVIr) opener
I’m learning mostly
the hard
engaged
in excavating for the
way.
Man Mrtin. Pally Cal sport
basement of the new building.
144 me give you a fortenstance.
Interviewed
Baylor
I.-porter,
In 1922 a new journalism buildThe first day after my appointf"/1"INE the game’ He
mg was constructed on the east
ment I came to class all smiles.
ionort that the"
le"!"
end of McClure. (7onfusion reigresi
willing and ready to dig in on my
ortl one estniiiiMon "Canoe. during the years when the jo urnalnew job. Four long, hard hours
ism _ha 0. e r- rated."
ism school set lip a print shop in
’The eonstniois was that the the basement of McClure, and the later I left class, dirty, tired and
.ers -could sinpixoe in time, and Chemistry offices spread to the completely confused.
The honeymoon was over and
ea
ieht.sesitily
win the [’oast title, first floor of journalism.
work had begun.
,it on eatiirday they were overThe chemistry department deSpecifically. I was told that
eitelent and unaware of. the serteae both buildings in 1952 to
my job consisted of taking care
packed,’ rnos:e into the new science buildotir
the flayloeites
of ail the dirty metal cuts that
Mei tin.reported.
Mg. Journalism took over. but Mcthe Spartan Dsliy uses to re Peppy Waldorf. Care football Clore was doomed with the auproduce pictures. I file and cross mentor. obseryed that his men thorizations of funds for the con,
file cards so that these same
e.e-e "consistently incotudetant" in struction of the new journalism
dirty metal cuts can be dug out
oeir Weide with the Baylor Bears. building,
and re-used at * moment’, noThe building which will rise on
We’ll have to pot our game tomoment’s notice.
(We say
ether offenteyely.- he said. "We the elle of SlcClure is being CO
On top of this. I order the cuts,
not co-ordinated into a team structed at a cost of apprixomately
see that they are picked up, taken
$559,000, in bold contrast to the
hut we will be."
to the engravers and later deAll Int his own team. PaPPY 931,000 cost of the original build- livered to the printers. I also have
iii in the interview. "They were ing.
a little blue book that I use to
Journalism to Use Quonsets
iio) mute its far along ail I had
record all outgoing and incoming
Until the new building is corn- _Many times our .plays
cuts.
..eoild Puts,’ worked but just one pleted, the school of journalism
Sounds simple, doesn’t it’ Basici.lock missed was enough to kill have moved into the quonsets east
ally it is, but not the way I do it.
,
of Commonwealth hall.
its. play "
After that first day, most all
of my Innis energy was completely used up. However, I decided to keep a stiff upper lip
and face whatever might comes
my way. (Rather a dramatic
resolution, don’t you think?)
That’s what I’ve been doing
hisihands when he saw it. If it ever since
sma Diego State college
The discoy-ery of new tombs is sttiting, then it must be at
And do I make mistakes? Silly
irt the ancient city of Giengola. least 5000 years old, since hicro- quest ion.
I 1:11kaea. *Oaten, has given
new glyphies date back that far, yet
So far the only really serious
iiitioest in the culture and cue- archeologists claim aboriginal cul- .thing I’ve forgotten was to write
t.ims of %Vestern ileMisithere pee- tun. is only 2000 veers old, and down the size of a picture before
to Peter Viviano,’ SliSC who am I to dispute the masters." I sent it out that always causes
said Viviano. .
ri-heology student.
moment of panic on the copy
Vivi*no recently returned from
The Zapotects are the only In- desk. Somehow, one cut got lost
an Archeological tour of the dead
dians which has., no migratory or misplaced Tuesday.
.0% 511 miles in the jimele. Among
But I am trying.
legends and are thought to be
allele’ taken 11-orn the new tombs
Still no matter how I may joke
the first white people In Mexwere seprenime gods, it toy Whitico. They were at war with the about my work. I wouldn’t trade it
!i foul it hes-relief of a 7.apotec
anything, except
Aztecs when their country: was for anything
invaded by Cortez and were the maybe another job.
Visiano thinks some of the fig- last
to succumb to the Spanish
mne
ismay date back 3ixt0 years. conqueror.
Alibotigh archeologists hmve traced
Western tiemispherv cult 011e to
VO lane plans to take his de- University of Arkansas
8416- 201110 yenrs
gree in archeology next year.
Seventh -seven new ipstructors
One Neer of serpentine in the probably at the University of Cali- have been placed on the univercollect ton
has puzzled experts. fornia at Los Angeles. Before he sity faculty since the close of
the serpentine stamp or sealis takes his degree he plans to return school last year, Among this numcovers-it with hieroglyphic writings to Giengola in hope of finding ber are a number of replacement
which haven’t been deciphered.
more htdden tombs leading to a instructors taking the places of
"Even lir.
Spencer Rogers. decipherable record of the city’s members of the faculty who did
my professor at State, threw lip history.
not return to school this year.

SDK Student Finds
New Tombs in Mexico
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Theta Xi Moves1
To New House Society Editor’s Job Is One.
01 Impartial News Sorting
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Parade

By RITA PATTERSON
The Sparta social season got
under way with toe usual bang
parties,
this quarter ---- rush
"hello" parties, and reports of
summer and early fall romances
with engagements. a handful of
weddings, and the ever-important
pinnings.
PinnIngs . .
men of AI O were kept busy
.
with serenades Monday. night .
a visit to the Sigma Kappa house,
where Ginger Gatich is wearing the
pin of Ken Gruss ... an invasion of
Fifth street to serenade AChi0
Pat Elking, pinned to Gerry Hart. . a song for Gamma Phi
well
Julie Eregault, wearing Al Reynolds pin . . . Chi0 Cam Kammerer and Dick Baxter complete
the list.
And More Pinning’
Sigma Kappa Barbara Lacey
proud to be wearing the Kappa
Alpha pin of Bob Lanpson . . .
the Lambda Chi Alpha pin of Don
Young, now stationed at Fort Ord,
went to D2 Ginger Dyer’. . . from
Oregon U. came the Delta Tau
Delta pin of Ralph Gazley to announce his pinning to Chi() Marian
Krause.

Th. .

Welcome, Travelers!
Sigma Pi extended a hearty welcome to new affiliates Owen Wayman from Santa Barbara and John
Mitchell from U. of Illinois . . .
Sigma -Chi greeted Harlon Sethe
from College of Puget Sound and
Jerry Scott of LS1J
. . ATO
proud to receive the affiliations of
Jerry Price, Oregoln State: Ray
Hempy from Oregon U. and pledge
Pete Sanunet froze Cal. ATO’s
also playing host to visiting
brother Joe Van Hosen from Drake
university.
’
All’s Fair . . .
AChi0 proud of its Carol Hilt
who reigned over the county fair
as Miss Santa Clara County of
1953. Summer also four Sigma
Pi President George Nale putting
his journalism major to work
he was publicity director for the
SC county fair.
Sunday Night at the Deaa’s . . .
Sunday night found Dean Stanley Benz hosting the 14 fraternity
presidents and those members who
had attended national and regional
meetings during the summer .
ideas were exchanged and plans
formulated.

Alpha Phi’s first fall meeting now is a lieutenant in the Army
disclosed that five members had stationed in Georgia.,
been married during the summer
HELSER-HITCHENS
months:
Angeles was the locale for
Los
KOPFES-STEART
the June nuptials of Nancy Heiser
Joan Kopfer changed her name
and Barry Hitches. ’Nancy atto Mrs. Martin E. Stuart this
tend State as a journalism major,
summer in San Francisco. Joan
and Barry was graduated In
is completing her senior year at
March with a degree in psycholState and Marty is employed as
ogy.
an engineer in San Francisco.
The marriage of a Delta Zeta
ISASTLILVT-RCSO
Monday
at
announced
was
the
bride
Jody Bartlett became’
night’s meeting:
held
of Fran Run it oefeletnies
LE’THER-CUMMINGS
in \Vatsonville. Jody Was graduJean Luther and Lt. Larry Cumated from summer school with a
de gree in merchandising. Her mings were marAed in July at
husband is a recent graduate of Carmel Mission. The newlyweds
Santa Clara university and now spent their honeymoon at the
Royal Hawaiian hotel in Honolulu
is employed in Watsonville.
and now are living in Carmel.
51W NG-1f1’NT
Bee Billing and Lyle Hunt were
married in Auburn in June. They
now are living in Santa Cruz. Lyle,
noted member of the judo team, is
attending SJS for graduate work
and is employed by the Santa
Cruz police force.
’Students of all religious affiliaNORRIS-HUGHES
Trinity Episcopal church was tions were welcomed last Sunday
the setting for the June wedding at the annual campus church reof Doane Norris and Don Hughes. ception held in the Student Union,
Reception was held at the Alpha
Jim Martin,! adviser to the
Phi house. The couple now is liv- Rev.
Religious Council. reported
Collegt
ing in Schenectady. N.Y., where
Don is an engineer with General yesterday.
Electric.
Mr. Alvin Beilby, president of
TURELFALL-agiseNAMARA
College Religious council. was
the
1Pat Threlfall became Mrs. Tom
and Father John S. DurMacNamaradurinØ the sulnrner. speaker
Newman club.
The newlyweds are melting their yea chaplain for
Doris K.
home in Quantico. Va.. where Tom Rev. Jim Martin and
Kappa Phi,
Is a lieutenant in the Marine Robinson, adviser of
were in the receiving line.
corps.
Two members of Sigma PI
Jim Cockrell presented a readclaimed brides at weddings held
ing entitled. "The Church Supduring the summer:
per," by Robert Benchley and
group singing was led by Dr.
WOOTEN-SCOTT
Evelyn Wooten of Los Banos ’Joyce W. Farr. pastor of the First
became the bride of John Scott Methodist church.
Of Paso Robles. Evely n, who
’The College Religious council is
graduated in June. now holds a designed to serve the total religteaching position. John who reious needs of the campus and to
ceived an AB in political science,
effect greater understanding and
cooperation among membership of
the participating groups.

Religious Council
Holds Reception

Frosh Gets Award

-

Promoted in France

Walter G. tisub h. was proto corporat while serving
h’ EINZinCommand cornWith t--municationa.
P‘elmee. it was
!nnounced.
- tly. Cpl. Traub,
s.taio graft**, was affiliated with
Lambda Cill Alpha.

mot,A

Sta y Co sswalks
Director Says
John

Amos.

blu ilding

and

dtleetart reccinme"ded
gmunds
yesterday that students stay with in the marked pidestriari MOBwenth
walks when crossin
street.
1 Many students completely kgthe crosswalks, Amos said,
tcausing traffic Jibs sled endan, gering thenuelvesi He painted out
, that the city hda Minted the
’ three croinrwalks oin Seventh street
i between San Fernanda street and
the -Women’s WO- fee the WS 01
’ pedettriams.

,nore

Houses Done Over
The Delta Zeta and Sigma Pi
houses both are sporting redecoration jobs, the result of work
done during the summer.
Different paint and complete redecoration grace the DZ house.
New desks, bookcases, bureaus.
and rugs were installed in the
house.
The Sigma Pi Mothers’ Club
made bedspreads and curtains for
the house, and a new coat of paint
oompleted the summer’s work.
-

:

.1
-

By RITA PATTERSON
The soc.iety section of the big-city newspaper is one of the most
widely-read in the entire paper; on the local or smell-fown weekly
level, its importance increases; and to the college newspaper, whether.
daily or weekly, it is indispensabe..
A college is a curious mixture of the social and tiet serious; ONO
could not survive without the
other. The social life here at Stata
Is an integral part of every stut
dent’s college experience. Learn.
Mg on the scholastic level can
never produce a well-rounded Individual without learning on the
Social level.

meet the cre..,t
A "Meet the Cress" parts for
all speech and drama students
still be held Friday, Oct. 2. from
8 to It p.m. in the Student
Union, according to Jim Bernardi, president of the SJS
platen.
The party is an annual affair
of the department. C a a ii a I
sportswear is the proper dress.
All speech and drama majors
are Invited to attend thin get acquainted party and meet the
other lima,06s Is the department.

The society editor acts as the
medium by- which the student
becomes informed of what
events are asailahle for his participation. she also reports what
1 has happened on the social
level
from the
independent
and Greek parties and functions
to news of the campus wedding.

Faculty To Devour
Barbecued Steaks

First Greek Meetings Reveal
Many Summertime Weddings

Donald R. Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edrard 0. Johnson, 135
S. 22nd street. has been awarded
aneofforthivenv tot class scholarships
54.
Donald. a freshman. win receive
$150 from the graduating class
of 19-51.
He receted the news from Dr.
Edward W. Clements, chairman
Of the College Service Funds
committee.

Theta Xi completed on Sept. 1
a tang-awaited move nearer the
campus when members moved into
the new fraternity house at 135 S.
Tenth street.
The move. vacating the old
house at 1955 The Alameda, was
accomplished through the efforts
of active and alumni members,
faculty advisers and national officers, according to member George
Symons.
The basement of the Tenth
street house is being remodeled
for use as a game room, to extend
the full length and width of the
house

/WAWA,/ DAILY

Twelve -ounce steaks with all
the trimmings will be devoured
by hungry faculty members and
their guests at the all -faculty
steak barbecue this evening at 5.
Steaks will sizzle in the barbecue pits in front of the Women’s
gym. Chefs will beWalt McPherson and Ben Spaulding.
Dancing, canasta and entertainment by "hidden factilty talent"
will be featured after dinner.
Men faculty and guests are reminded by Miss Anna I.. lane.
chairman of the faculty social affairs committee, that informality
is the keynote of ’the affair. "Nb
ties will be liffotved for men," she
stated.

While simply- stated, the above ,
Is not an easy task. The well- ’
rounded social scene consists both;
of independent and fraternal activities. It is not easy to maintain
impartiality as to space allotted ;
the two categories. since Greekg
support more strictly "social events than do independents. It
Is the society editor’s job, never:.
theless, to maintain impartiality.
She does little actual "reputing" In the sense of aiming
thitra the news. ’Sy areaway,
she must depend on the publicity chairmen of various grasps
and the Individuals on campus
for her news. It is their duty
to keep the news musing la continually. If they deal, their
organisation is likely to lack
the publicity It desires.

IN THE MOOD
FOR FOOD
AND GOOD
COMPANY?
Come and join as
for both . .
Channing Club
Sunday, October 4
6:30 p.m.
Unitarian Church
160 N. Third
Guist Speaker:
MR. WALTER PLANT
Asst. Professor of Psychology
San Jose State

’The job of society editor, then,
is to act as a receiver of the social
news and to put It together as tin partially as possible. It is her duty
to portray an accurate picture of
the seenelhat is "socially Sparta."

For dinner reservations cell
CY 4-5019 or CV 3-0326
before Friday

A Chi O’s Attend
National Meeting
At Banff Springs
Three Alpha Chi Omegas attended the sororiTy’s national convention held during the summer
at Banff Springs in the Canadian
Rockies.
Marion Sousa, Marilyn Perkov,
and Darlene Clayton joined 500
AChiO’s for the meeting. After
the serious basiness of the convention was concluded, members
took a sightseeing tour to Lake
Louise. Mt. Istompsay, Calgary and
Vancouver.
Olive Burnett Clark, one of the
saurity’s original founders, also
Was present at the meeting.

4421) (41141
Campus
Representative

Bring Photostats
For Counseling
Students seeking counseling in
any of the counseling offices at
Rooms 112, 114, 116, 120 and 122
are advised to take with them the
latest photostat of their grades,
announced Dr. Harrison F. Heath,
chief counselor, Personnel office.
Dr. Heath stated that by so
doing, students’ counseling would
be expedited and that the student
will have a better chance for an
immediate interview.
The new Personnel office In
Room 116 is resulting in faster
service to students bettaulle the
counselors are now in offices more
readily accessible. Dr. Heath said.
He revealed that the Personnel
office’s appeal for students to
bring photostats results from loss
of secretarial assistants due to the
Junior college separation last
June.

To Attend Meeting
Dr. John 1’. Wahlquist, acting
dean William G. Sweeney and Dr.
William R. Rogers will travel to
Berkeley today to attend a conference. Tile subject matter will
be., School Administration and the.
People.

Barbara Baker
ye-

: -4f-4..,sisAtipiew’.:
.1I
l

.,

-
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Spartan Frosh
High acheed
St Asker. 1.0111ie. iiUblitaL Ago fits wt. Lie; wt. 116
Turlock
SI Nesainter. Alto. Eat. Age IS; Ht. 1.110; Wt. Ill
An-nri, ante. Half. Age 11; lit. 13; Wt. ln
2.5 Armatrmig. Dan. Halfback. Age 1S; lit. L11: Wt. In. illispnal Arts
S.F. Poly
lag Basher. Jelin. Halfback. Age It; Ht. Si: Wt. 171
Sown High
111 Itratimtek. Regene. Center, Age 22: Ht. LS; Wt. In
E Brazil. Robert. Tackle. Age IS; Ht. 4.111; Wt. IN
W1141111111"
1112 Leandro
47 Ball. Ronan. Center. Age 111: Ht. LS: Wt. 170
Weida ood
Illerm. Robert. Halfback. Age It; Ht. SA; Wt. In
Burnagame
411 t aistalaveb. Geo. Guard. Age It: Ht. 5.10; Wt. 1110
SS Clarke. Gary. Halfback. Age IS; Ht. LC Wt. 1115
Ran Leandro
II Darrel. Cleanest. Halfback. Ago IS: Ht. LC Wt. IN
S.D. Faith High
70 liar.. Jerry. Fullback. Age IS; Ht. SA: Wt. 1111
Ensiebiao. Richard. Guard. Age 21: ’M ILO Wt. NS. gF Pei,’ Trek
Fiacransento
SI Feletta. Lou. Quarterback. Age IS; Ht. 4.1; Wt. IN.
14 feebler. Dirk. Quarterback. Age 17: lit. 6.2: Wt. Ill San Amen=
Hollister
3’ Irreitaii, Lea. halfback. Age IS; lit. SA; Wt.
Campbell
leleed. Richard. Tackle. Aeo It; Ht. LS: WI. III
Lomeli
tirisisberg. Harry. Guard. Age IL Ht. CC Wt. 11111
Hanford
liabiey. Turk. Quarterback. Age 17; Ht. 5.11; Wt. 171
NteClate.ky
Harainiett, Is.. End. Ago IC Ht. 4.1: Wt, 171
GU rey
Wen. Halfback. Age IS: Ht. L7; Wt. In
Hollister
Rail. Guard. Ago IS; HS. &II; Wt. 2111
Long Bench
WI. 171
Heald. Jerry. lad. Age 111: Ht.

iss

41
42
1111
of
’77
.
47
57
tss
.,
a,

Walnut Creek
liensterson. Gerald. Es14. Age IC 11L LC Wt. In
Man Mateo
Itramel. James. Tartar. Age IL 1ft.
ne
Boulder Creek
11111, Orland. End. Age IC lit. Si: Wt. IN
Chaney
Helier. Jobe. Halfbnek. Ate 211 Ht. 1.11: WI. IS
Westwood
Hutchens. Jimmie. Tarn*. Age,1111; lit. LI: Wt. 215
Los Gatos
Jahn...m.41m. Quarterback. Age IS; lit. SA; Wt. 17S
1.1v e rimer
Reiman. Rent. Age 20; lit. 5.11; Wt. 175
JahIngton
s4.1.
Ring. re. Center. Age IC HL LII: Wt. in
Rthshnurn. enury. Guard. Age 2C Ht. 11.7; Wt. ILS
SF’ Visahingion
!Almon, Gess*. Quarter. Age IC Ht. 5.11; Wt. 155
H000luln
1.tilte. Thomas., Guard. Age 23; Ht. ILI; Wt. ’:00
Modesto
Meek-Larry. Guard. Age IS: Ht. III; Wt. lad
Man Jose
Don. End. Age 17: lit. &II; Wt. 11111
Mt. Diable
millrr, Harry. Tackle. Age IS: Ht. 5.10: Wt. 720
Walnut Creek
kinsmen, (an. Tackle. Age Ilk lit. 4.14t. 210
.
Los GOMIS
Mullin+, 11111vv. Fullback. Age IS; Ht. LC Wt. In
It4itittood City
%aka...rm. %ea. Cruller. Age Is; Ilt. 6.5; Wt. 116
Bimetal
rritrien, rric. Ralf: Age 17; Ht. SI: Wt. lad
Burligaimi
vliniam. Ralf; Age IS: Ht. p.7; Wt. 170
Llne.in Li.
Riordan. nob. Half: Age 17; Ht. 5.11: Wt. 175
Vitti Num
Naar. tworge titord. Age 17; lit. 5.11: Wt. IBS ’
Oakland
tour’. Robert. Halfback. Age IC lit. 5.10: Wt. In

Spartababes !Ex-Spartan Golfer Cross Country
’Defeated in Upset Squad Works
Get Ready
At Track Daily
For First Tilt
Frosts footballers are going
through brisk practice sessions
this week in preparation for their
first game of the season against
Fast Contra Costa at Concord Sat.
urda) night
The team will lhave had *My
eigbt days of practice before
this f I rt ~ouster. whereas
their opponents already have
three games under their belts.
East Contra Costa was a powerhouse last year in the Northern
California junior college Coast
conference. It won eight out of
nine games,. Its lone defeat coming
at the hands of Hartnell, the leagues eventual champion and Junior Rose Bowl representative. The
Concord crew wound up the season as the second highest scoring
team in Northern California Jaycees.
From all Indleatlims, the team
I. leaded again.
The Vikings
ham di returning lettermen. lad
ng two all-leagne selections.
and
host of players who are
service vetersas and others who
have bees out of high school
Over year.
The Vikings have rolled to three
straight wins in their first games.
Last week they smothered Vallejo
JC, 30-7.
Backfield coach Bob Amaral
said yesterday that the local squad
has concentrated on defense this
week, and scrimmaged every day.

First scrimmage was heficl last
Saturday. The team has b*n given all its play patterns, Sod the,
coaches’ job now is to mold it into
a smooth unit in a very short
time.
Positions are still wide open
Santa Cris
El Cerrito lemons the 51 -man squad. Amaral
.
Benecia ,said.
Davis

%Oka. stank, Half; Age 21; lit. LS: N’t. ISO.
small, Malcolm. Half. Age It: Ht. 5.11; Wt. Ill
smother.. llonard. Crater. Age 111; Wt. 6.1; Wt. 211
iitistler, Asinuti. Fled. Age II; lit. LIII; Wt. 170
%leek% Kenneth. End. Age It: lit. L111 WI III
Antelope
a.
i’al. (’rater. Alie 21; Ht. Cat WI.
11341:1:
Tulare
Walker. tiro.
111: Ht. SAI; Vt. 20
Burlingame
Welk, BM. Half. Age 17; ID. ILI: Wt, 141I
tt.e.
Went. Paul. Center. Age. It; lit. 5.11: Wt. ISO

Colden Raiders’ Opponents
ork for Saturday’s Game

’Ike Is Asked
To Move Site
Of Service Tilt
PASADENA, Calif. Sept. 30
UP) The editor of the California
Young Democrat thinks the 1954
Army -Navy football game should
be played on the West coast because it is a "traditional sports
event that belongs to all the peoOte."
In a letter to President Eisenhower, Peter M. Hazel! termed
California, "one of the nation’s
great centers of pohulation and
defense effort." asserting the state
"deserves the honor of playing
host to the nation’s future offl-

ton, team captain for the season.
It) 1 nItell Prisva
F. tire
The !Oregon were named co-captairui for the
appe,ifOil
todily to of- . Ohio State game.
STANFORD, Calif. - All-Ariterrevistanee to mighty U(’’.
I .1 vvhert the two teams meet Sat. lean candidate Norm Manoogilin
tiida The team reported seven wall back in uniform today for the
sit. ri Ate on the injured Wit after Stanford Indlant after being sidele -t Saturday’s inuiemg contest lined wJth injuries suffered in last
ssi it Sninford which oregon lost. Saturdaj’a game with Oregon,
7
STOCKTON, rant - Coach
ItFliKEI.EY. Cailif.
Univers- Jack Myers worked today to hitfrf California polished its de- prove College of the Pacific’s deItise tarries todaV as the team fensive play as the squad prepared
ta-.4i.ored
intersectional Sat- for Its next game with Tulsa.
He suggested the game be play,
Utilav &clime with ()No State
"We need a lot of improvement ed in Pasadena’s Rose Bowl, the
.S1 Talley. a semor left, halfback, at the ends and tackler If we’re Loa Angeles Coliseum. or San
fettle Ti obey. Calif . and Toni Out. going to stop Tulsa," Myers said. Pranciaeo’s Keear stadium

TILT-UP

SPECIAL CLASS IN
CONSTRUCTION
6 Meetings --- 15 Hours of Instruction
INSTRUCTOR. F. THOMAS COLLINS, Member ACI
Consulting Engineer in Private Practice
STARTING DATE FRIDAY EVENING, 7:15 P.M., October

PLACE: Room

16

C10, Liberal Arts Bldg., University of San Francisco
TUITION: $58.50 each, company rites as outlined
Mnue $25.00. Manual cost to class enrollees. $12.50 each

No.

from

Company

Without Manual
With Manual

3

5

OVer 5

$511.50

$145.00

$200.00

$35.00 each

70.00

175.00

250.00

45.00 each

Meetings Friday - 7:I5 P.M. to 9:55 P.M. Saturday
-FOR ENROLLMINT CONTACT:
F. Thomas Cans
921 Was Las Tunas Deivo
San Gabriel. California

OR

mornings 900 to 11:40

drst

Coming down to the famous
18th hole at Pebble Beach all even. Sill dropped in a six-foot putt
for a par five, while Venturi missed an eight -footer and took a six.
In other first round matches.
Robert Morefield, Los Angeles,
eliminated veteran Jimmy French,
Dr. F. M.
San Francisco, 2-1;
(Bud) Taylor, Pomona, turned
back Buck Henneken, Monterey,
5-3; Peter Lindpuist. Pasadena,
thumped old-timer Francis H. I.
Brown. Pebble Beach, 4-3: Johnny
Dawson. a Walker Cup star in prewar days, won 1 -up over W. W.
Faris, Pebble Beach; Vern Calla son Sacramento, won over 0. T.
Douglas, Pacific Grove, 4-3; and
Dick Yost Camp Roberts and
Portland. Orr.. eliminated Syl Stimac, Martinez, 5-4.
Venturi had been favored to
reach the finals against national
amateur champion Gene Littler,
who still was on the course.
Sill, an in-and-out amateur star
who doesn’t pretend to be a champion. played very good golf and
was approximately par for his
round against Venturi.

Spartan cross country team candidates have been working out
daily on the college track, according to Coach Bud Winter.
Winter said that he has a "great
bunch of boys" out for this year’s
squad and that they are full of
enthusiasm for their sport. "In
fact," he said, "I usually have to
chase them off the track every
night. They just love to run."
Only setback, to date, he continued, is that there are not
enough men as yet to fill out a
team. Seven men are needed for a
croas country squad and we have
only about five outstanding men
thus far, he said.
Allen Dunn,
These men are
Warren Ernrn, Don Hubbard. William Stephens and Robert Trott.
Winters explained .that there is
a possibility that two men from
the freshman squad, who are eligible for varsity crass country, may
fill the present vacant spots. They
are Jack Jones arid Frank Wulftange.
A schedule is still in the process of being formulated, Winter
said. He expects that the slate for
this season will be ready for release within a few weeks.

SORORITIES
FRATERNITIES .
BOARDING HOUSES
We’ve got a deal for you!
You’ve seen the new coop and you remember the old coop. Now all the tables,
benches and cooking equipment are available to you at give-away prices. Serve
meals quicker, cleaner and cheaper than
ever before possible.
These are some of the items:

Two Steam Tables
Two Large 2-Door Refrigerators
(self-contained)

Refrigerated Sandwich Board
Four Refrigerated Counter Type
Units with Compressor
Serving Tables
Benches
Orange Juice Squeezer
Broil-O-Mat Oven
Pie Cases
Small Steamer.
Conduction Cooker
And other miscellaneous articles used
In quantity cooking.
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11) HAL WOOD
sued Press sports rite,
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif., Sept.
30 ILT)--Hugh Sill, Bakersfield,
upset Walker Cup Star Ken Venturi of San Francisco, a former
star At San Jose State college, in
round of the California
the
State Amateur Golf tournament
today with a stunning 1 -up victory.
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Spartan Nine Tackles
’Bigger, Faster Squad
By BART WILLIAMS
"Fresno State is bigger, faster,
sod there is more of them," according to Coach Bob Bronzan
at the San Jose State Spartans.
State’s head mentor seemed to feel
that Cal Poly’s 20-6 win over the
Bulldogs last ’weekend was an upset and that the Spartans would
not find thegoing so easy.
The Raiders tackle Fresno State
Saturday night in the Raisin city.
Bronzan stated that "the Bulldogs consider this their ’big game’
of the season and to beat State
would make their season- a success regardless of the Outcome
of the remaining games on their
schedule."
The Spartans have played Fresno 21 times, winning 11 lind tying
three. San Jose rolled up its largest score against the Bulldogs
hi 1949. They won that one, 43-7.
Coach Bronzan pointed out that

the big Ilifference between the

two teams last weekend was probably due to the absence of Fullback Larry Willoughby in the
Fresno lineup. Willoughby, a twoyear letterman, is returning for
his final year with the Bulldogs.
The chunky fullback set an alltime FSC ground gaining record
last year of 1092 yards. He made
honorable mention Little AllAmerican and first team Little
All-Coast last season.
The Fresno flash, who incidently
hits the books as hard as an oppqdng line, scored 11 touchdowns
hot year and averaged 7.74 yards
per try. Willoughby was injured
last NA e,sk but will be ready to go

Sports Staff
Covers Varied Intramural Squad WAA Awards’
News Sources Sign-up Continues Girl Athletes
.Friorntity
On Point Basis
Thursday, October 1, 1953
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to work on an unsuspecting Spartan squad if such be the case.

STAJITAN DAILY

By KEITH RALDENBACH
uttis ftoruthe
spartaa Daily Sports Editor
The Raiders continued heavy
As a part of the Spartan Daily’s We will begin at 3:30 p.m. today! Girls interested in sports and
workouts this week with accent
observance of newspaper week, we In the Student Union, Dave Pan- college awards are ,xelcornekl to
on defensive patterns. Bronzan’s hese been asked
AMS president, announced
to explain the toskey.
revamped forward wall was still duties of a. college newspaper yesterday.
1 Awards to the sports-mind,d
A total of six independent college girls are given second intact yesterday afternoon and the sports editor and his staff. Purhead coach gave no indication that pose of this is to let the reader squads signed up for the program ’aria to. the point system. 600 points
only- this week and many more , being the minimum required foi a
he was about to make any changes. .know what is involved in -put- are expected before the Oct. 8 ,’block letter award, according to
’ng
o
out the news every day."
The backfield of ’Quarterback
First, here is a basic outline deadline arrives, Pantoskey said. 1 Marilyn Jensen. WAA president.
Larry Rice , Halfbac Larryy M
If a girl earns 1000 points she
MatatIn an effort to interest more
of the duties exthews and Bill Wall:r, and Full:
independent teams to take part is permitted to buy her own blazer
pected
of_a
sports
back Joe L’Irn, remained the same.
the AMS has mimeographed let- and the athletic association preeditor.
The editor of ters to all eligible organizations sents her with an emblem to at The Bulldogs have 20 returning
the sports de- Informing them of the program. tech thereon.
lettermen on their squad from
An engraved trophy is the reAll fraternity and independent
partment, who is
last year’s team that won eight
, appointed to the representalives must attend a ward to girls accumulating 1500
and lost two. Although F.resno
position by the meeting to be held in the Student points.
lost 19 lettermen frcim last year’s
The activities in which giehean
editor of the Union at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Pansquad, they sport experienced
points
paper, is respon- toskey said. Purpose of the meet- participate to earn these hockey,
men at every position except left
sible for putting ing will’ be to discusg qualifying are badminton, basketball,
tackle.
softball,
,
out the sports and inound rules and draw up orchesis, riding, riflery,volleyball,
swimming, tennis and
The Bulldogs suffered two set.
page. or pines, schedules for the teams.
backs last season. Their first deKaldenbaeh each day..
Intramural play will get under- announced
Miss points
Jensen’may be obOne hundred
feat was at the h , of the Sparon Oct. 8 for both the leagues. It is his responsibility to see that way
activity entered
each
for
tained
chain_
between
game
playoff
A
tans,740
losing that one
-& College the reporters apigned to him
of Pacific rolled ove the Bulldogs cover their beats each day and pions of the independent and fra- provided the particinant attends
half or more of the scheduled
at a later date, 50-0.1
that they are getting the most ternity leagues will be held at practices. However, a girl may enthe .end of the season to decide
Out
of
each
news
_source.
ter no more than three actrriftes
San Jose State leates for Fresno
At the present time, there are the all-college champions.
per quarter.
by bus Saturday arid will return
already
of
teams
The number
by the same way after the game. three men assigned to assist the
sports editor as reporters. They signed and the number expected to CLMft ILEADs IN STATISTICS
,
.
"Shoeless" Joe Ulm, pile-driving
Five. of San Jose State’s first are: Bart Williams, who covers all sign before the deadline indicate
string players were sidelined with Varsity football games and re- that this quarter’s intramural pro- Spartan fulback leads the nation
injuries yesterday as the Spartans ports the outlook of the team gram has the makings of strong in hall carrying with an average
went through drills for Fresno during the practice session, he teams in both leagues.Pantoskey of 8.0 yards in 34 trystr /le totaled
271 yards in two games.
State.
also writes a preview of each said.
game the day before the
week’s
Bronzan said he hoped Joe Ulm,
contest; Don Johnson, newly-asnations leading ground gainer,
sports writer who covers
Larry Matthews, Benny Pierce, signedactivities in the following
Double
Dale Summers and Tom Louder- the
This
sports -- Intramural sports, fall
Money
back would be back in action be- baseball workouts, water polo.
fore Friday’s contest with the cross-country and track, and fall
Back
valley school.
basketball activities later in the
Offer
If
We
season. Neal Frank is assigned to
cover the activities of the freshDon’t
Regular
Regular
man football squad.
Good
Teach
$30
The remainder of the sports.
Course
boxing, wrestling, tennis, judo and
You
to
Course
the rifle team are covered by the
for
for
for
Dance
editor, whenever possible.
$10
$/0
Each day, as the staff gets
1635 The Alameda. Board also
in Six
available. CY 3-9628.
. ready ft...meet pen 3 p.m..deadHours
Limited
thetil’
visit
reporters
tis
line,
Couples 1 short block to collegeupstairs redec., 3 room apt. arlous beats and gather the q
of
$15 wk., Room 9. State grad., Information necessary for their
Private
Is
all
for
target
Prime
stories.
Time
owner 96 E. San Antonio street,
-that of filling up the page Intl%
CY 4-1377.
Lessons
newsand
Interesting
mast
Board and room for four boys, the
current
of
the
events
worthy
366 S. 10th street. CY 4-2102.
.day.
Large deepen living rooms, adj. - Decision for the content of the
If desired. Double or twin beck, page is up to the editor. It is his
$20435 mo. each. 175 S. 14th responsibility to see that each
street.
event has been covered and properly reported. Then, when the reWANTED
Ciorters have written their stories
Car pool from !Burlingame
for the day, he must copy read
San Mateo area for 8:30 a.m. their work and correct any errors.
classes. Phone Diamond 3-0149.
After the editor has assembled
A buyer for a rugged, depend- The necessary copy to fill the page,
able 1940 two-door Chevrolet se- he must then decide how the page
dan with extras. Call Johnson at Is going to look. He chooses the
top story of the day and oqpines
CY 3-1940.
:Fourth girl wanted to sheep new the space it will occupy onto a
modern apartment. Rent $25 per dummy sheet, which is the exact
size of the Spartan Daily.
month. CY 2-5607, 1104 Palm.
As he dummies the page, the
Riders from Los Altos. Leave 7 editor writes the headlines for
a.m. MWF and 9 a.m. Till. Ph. each story and select* a size
Gil at VVH 8-5726.
which will be suitable for the
One girl to share two bedroom particular spot in which the
Rent
girls.
other
three
duplex with
story will be placed.
622.50 per month. 165 S. 17th
If the reporters have been on
A
street.
the "ball" and turned in sufficient
Two sea to share apartment. copy to fill the page, the editor
Rent $15 per month. Inquire 115 considers himself fortunate and
his job is finished quickly. If they
W. William street. Apt. &
One girl needed to live in apart- have not performed their duties
ment for four. Claw. 304 S. Third as expected, he finds himself without sufficient material with which
street. CT 3-2073.
to fill the page, or pages, and then
Two rides desired to and from must sit down and write his own
East Bay daily .Call Aids, CY copy or get what he can from the
7-1325.
wire service.
LOOT
At the end of the day, he is feelParker 51. Maroon with silver ing very good, if everything has
cap. Name on pita Lost Sept. 21, gone smoothly, or very frustrated,
and Others *end Others
and Others and Others
Registration dayi, Please return irritable and nervous, if things
have not gone right.
to Roorn 2.

lassifietts
FOR SALE
038 Buick Ostme,
reltdred engine, clean
Milo and heater. Jim
350
Third street, Apt. 2.
de H.D. 61 motoreicki, deluxe.
accessories. See near Meses gym.
Lea \ e note or phooe
evenings.
Solar enlargercondeniler type.
Call evenings. Mrs. Doti, 11 S.
10th street.
Teed Royal iypewritie. 14-Inch
Carriage, newly reconditioned. $95
cash. Call CY 5-5939.
Set of chemistries 4ist $130.
Sell for $35. CY 4-1498.;
Bridge coat, top coat, two offices uniforms (blue’) extra trousers. Size 38-40 31 waist. Three
men’, suits robe. Jacket, slacks.
Reasnnable. AX 8-1788.

S.

Fit 84230

FOR RENT
Printe roams, kitchen priv., TV.
$35 per mo. Contact Cox at new
h and Drama bldg. Lew
Coast. Co.
Hey girls, are you paying too
high rent
Are your living arrangements inadequate for entertaining friends? See Rose or Anita
t 445 S. Eighth street, Apt. 1,
close convenient comfortable and
ornic apt, to share.
Furnished rooms: $10 and $15.
tehen. No drinking or smoking.
e students, Call CY 3-3308.
Rooms for two girls. Kitchen
vileges. Close to college. 67 S.
nth street
one three-resas and one fourapartment available, close in,
boys or girls. Inquire at 685
Third street, Mr. New,
fl Isaiream for rent to male
lit. $10 a month. 475 S. 15th
t.
awn fee girl. Kitchen mildEveaything furnished. 598
36th style.
bord, made $55 mo.

itortek

Washing Moeldo
$5.00 pit mil&

FREE INSTALLATION
NO SEItV1C.6 C/4/090
C.0CTarsas 2-4551 0
1 PAU

7

WITH HARRY COHEN & TESS HENDRIX, WHO
TAUGHT GRABLE, ROMERO, C11611EY, IN SAN
JOSE’S NEWEST AND LARGEST DANCE STUDIOS . . . FEATURING AMERICA’S GREATEST
LEARN TO DANCE BARGAIN

30 HOURS ’10
CLASSES AND PRACTICE FOR BEGINNERS AND
ADVANCED DANGERS -- NEC DO COURSE
Here’s What You Can Learn for $10
Rumba 4 Mambo 4 Tangs
Fah*
Wa.itz
swing
Samba
Moe
&r ape
Cavalier
mental
crps.,
LA. rip
CasaPiret
blamea
or
belleSkier
Tonne
to
,a, Peabody

STUDEiNTS’
ACCIDENT
AND SICKNESS
INSURANCE

Protect yourself fully . . . an
accident or illness can cost you
your college education.
The cost of this coverage is
estrernely low. Its worth is
pricelesa.

Contact Mr. Herold Weimer, representative of the MAW
Benefit Heelth and Afacident Association, at his office,
380 Park Ave.. or phone CY 4-4846. Additional insurance
information at erodes.* Meneger’s Office.

1..0 1171 P
GPRDET75

SCHOOL.OF DANCE
47 NOTRE DAME AVE., SAN JOSE
OPEN 11 AA. TO 11 P.M.

PHONE CY3-3.1111

Thursday, October

SPARTAN DAILY
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Extension Department
Offers Many Courses
The college Extension service
recently announced that it is offering 31 courses in, various fields
in schools throughout the Peninsula area
The range of coortles includes
classes in engineering, sociology,
education, education economics,
art, nursing, modern language,
language arts, music,
history,
health administration and natural
scienc,
These cour,w are being offered in schools in salines,
Palo Alto, Los Altos, Menlo
Park, Hayward and sunaysale.
In addition, the Extension division has organized a program of

7
11

eti Corratittteeiresthbliiktid
Warren Gem
Chief Justice To Assist &IS Administration
Post from Ike
last

‘’.
(UPI
SACRAMENT
classes which are given at Parks Earl Warren said today he had
"humble
Ord.
These
Fort
base
and
wired
Mr.
Eisenhower
his
air force
courses are designed as a service
to the military so that service- .,
mvn may continue their educe- .
tion while still in the service.
The program at Parks is made
up of 10 classes In English. political science. psychology, history, economics. police wienee
and Apantsh.
"The majority of courses in the
Extension division are education
classes as the feature of this
office is to serve teachers in
the field." state Dr. Vernon A.
Ouellette, director of the Extension service.

,* 1 Last Chance
To Buy Tickets

meeungs,

Chi Epsilon kindergarten
1,1
will meet at the YWCA,
tone...to ,it 7 30 o’clock.
Alpha Eta Sigma: Accountants
II’ or SOCi..tY V. ill most in Room
,it 2 30 p.m. today.
Islue Key will meet in the Sti:.
,1,nt [’won at 3:30 o’clock this
:aloe 1115,11
(’CIE will meet this afternoon
in Room 39 at 12:34) o’clock.
(NTA will meet in the Morris
Oath.) auditorium at 330 o’clock
t nui afternoon.
Christian ktelettre will hold a
membei ship meeting in the chapel
ut 7 30 o’clock this- evening.
Ilul-O-Kaitiaainsi will meet in
Itnorn 7. nt 7 o’clock tonight.
Kappa Doha Pt: Purchase your
litiffett tickets from Mrs. MontKorner) in Room 161C before 5
p m. Friday
Mu Phi will meet in M125. at
7 o’clock tonight.
-- Radio sad TV Guild: Thor,’ will
business trie,ting in 1393, at
3 30 o’clock thie alternoon
Sparta Camp Committer: Meet
in the ASH. office this afternoon
at 3 30 o’clock
-So" Club: Male journalism ma W I iil.1.111 officers Monday
in
Jst, at 4 p ni

Today is the last chance to buy
’ season tickets for the Drama department presentations, "Twelfth
Night" and The Winslow Boy,"
; narording to Dr Hugh W. Gillis,
departntent head.
Season tickets are on sale for
12 for. students and $3, general
, admission. Dr. Gillis reported that
this price is a sit’, ing of one-third
!over the combined cost of single
; admissions to the plays. Tickets
may he purchased in Room 57.
"Twelfth Night." directed by
John R. Kerr, will be presented
the nights of Oct. 23, 24, 29, 30
and 31. "The Winslow Boy," directed by Miss Elizabeth M. Loeffler, will play the nights of Dec.
4, 5, 10, 11, and 12.

A Phi 0 Pledges
Alpha Phi Omega is open to all
men students, President Stan
Cronnquist stated recently and
any one interested in joining the
service fraternity may contact
John Smee, pledgemaster, at CY
. 4-4144. The next organitation
project will be general maintenance work on the college parking
ilots.
- _

acceptance" of appointment to be
United
Chief Justice of the
States.
In a formal statement, the Republican governor said:
"The President has designated
me to tal chief justice of the Supreme Court and I have wired
him my humble acceptance.
"The honor of this office is great
but its responsibility to the people is greater. To be a member of
this high court, and as such an
interpreter and defender pf the
constitution for all the people of
the United States is the greatest
obligation that could be assumed
y any awyer.
"I will apply myself to the task
with the very best that is in me
and will compensate for any limitations with industry and faithfulness to the cause of constitutional
government in America."
,Warren said he would resign as
governor of California as of midnight Sunday and would be in
Washington Monday to take his ,
oath of office when the Supreme ’
Court convenes. He wil live in a.
Washington hotel temporarily.

Fifty-six councils, boards and State college in the operation tlf
committees including several new the instituticui.
Several new commit4ees have
ones have been named to assist
year, inSan .to.ise been added since
the adrninistratio%
eluding a Campus Parking corn-College
mIttee, a City
Liaison cornInittee, a Professional Ethics eons.
mittee.
a Promotion Appeals
board, a Sabbatical Leave committee, a Senior Week Evaluation
committee, a Teacher Education
With Dr. Raymond W. Barry, committee and a Visitation comhead of the English department mittee.
Heading the list of official bodies
at San Jose State college, as the
President’s council, comopening speaker, the seventh an- Is the
posed of Dr. John T. Wahlquist,
nual Great Books Symposium of college president, Dean James C.
the San Jose Adult Center is now DeVoss, Dean Fred F. Harcleroad
Acting Dean William G. Sweeney,
under way.
Dean Joe H. West and E. S.
According to Dr. Norman Wal- Thompson, college business manadorf, state college alumnus and ger.
former faculty member, the meetThe eleven division chairmen
ings are held each Tuesday at compose the Division Chairmen’s
7:30 p.m. in the Horace Mann council, of which Dean Harcleauditorium. Seventh and Santa road is chairman. The Faculty
Clara streets.
council. elected by the . faculty
Dr. Barry’s topic, Sept. 22, was and representatne of the various
"Shelley - a Revolutionary Ideal- academic ranks, is headed by Dr.
ist." Shelley from boyhood, was George A. Muench.
These seven groups have been
a revolutionist in all ways, education, religion, marriage, politics designated as "boards": Board of
and poetical theory, according to Control iDepertment of Student
Dr. Barry. Dr. Ester Shepard, also Affairs) , headed by Dr. E. W.
Advisory
Fraternity
of the college English faculty and Clements;
authority on the Romantic period I board, Dean Stanley Benz, chairof .EnglisTh literature, was in the man; McFadden Health Cottage
audience and contributed valuable board. Miss Margaret Twombly,
comments during the diecussion chairman; Promotions Appeal
board, Dr. Wahlquist, chairman;
period.
Four other members of the col- Spartan Revelries board, Theolege faculty will make subsequent dore Balgooyen, chairman: State
presentations. Dr. James Clancy, College Corporation board. Dean
Union
of the Speech and Drama depart- West, chairman; Student
Helen
Dimrnick,
Dean
ment, will speak Oct. 13 on Sopho- board.
chairman.
clesThe Oedipus Trilogy."

Staff Mem bers
Discuss Books

On Oct,’ 27, Dr. James 0. Wood,
professor of English will speak
on "Hamlet and the Psychologists." He will consider the numerous modern psychological interpretaions of Shakespeare’s bestknown character. On Dec. 1, Professor L. C. Newby, head of the
Modern Language department, will
speak on Schiller’s epic of Swiss
liberty. "Wilhelm Tell."
Last Tuesday evening Dr. Mary
Grace Hamilton, professor of English spoke on Dostoievsky’s -The
Brothers Karamazov." She stated
that she considers Dostoievaky
the greatest of the Russian writers,

Night Classes Set
New Reg. Record
San Jose State college Tuesday
night received the largest enrollment in history for a single evening of night classes, according to
Glen Guttormsen, college accounting officer.
With the total college enrollment set at an all time new peak
of 7903 students, 154 registered
for night classes Tuesday evening,
setting also a new record for
night registration in one evening.

HOW THE STARS
GOT STARTED .tt

Patrice Mania!: says: "When 1
was a kid, I wanted to be
lady football player. Then I
dreamed of another career
whistling! Soniebtwly discov,ered
I had a voice, so I took singing
lessons. I worked hard at. it
n the Metriipolitan
then I
Opera auditions a hen 1 was 17."

.0490.k7A.4 CANSO
86C4G4’E A ’atm CM/NE
ASWE0 ME TO TRY 77/EM NO OMER
CIOARETTE EVER OAVE At’ SUCH
$000
Nattrat CAmar TASTE

AND meyke so Pow !

Start
smoking
Camels
yourself!
Smoke

(.)

only Camels
for 30 days and find
out why Camels are

America’s most popular
cigarette. See how mild
and flavorful a
cigarette can be!

AGREE WM4 MORE MORE

THAN ANY OTHER.. CIGARETTE!

